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A limiting current technique was used for the measurement of  the free convection mass transfer rate 
at entire vertical cylinders with varying aspect ratio. The mass transfer rates at the single surfaces were 
in good agreement with the mass transfer data in the literature. Mass transfer rates at a combination 
of  a downward-facing horizontal and a vertical surface was controlled by the downward-facing 
horizontal surface (for cylinder aspect ratios lower than 2). It was found that  the entire surface 
measured mass transfer rate was lower than that predicted by summation of  the mass transfer rate 
at the individual surfaces. An interference factor, f ,  was introduced for correlation of  the total mass 
transfer data  for the full range of  cylinders together. The dependence of  the interference factor on the 
aspect ratio of  the cylinder (L/r) was established. 

Nomenclature 

A0 

Av 
AH 
eb 

CCuSo4 

CH 2 SO 4 
d 
D 

f 
F 
g 
IL 
k 
L 

total surface area of cylinder 
vertical surface area of cylinder 
surface area of horizontal base of cylinder 
bulk concentration of copper ion 
bulk concentration of copper sulphate 
bulk concentration of sulphuric acid 
cylinder diameter 
diffusion coefficient of copper ion 
interference factor 
Faraday's constant 
gravitational acceleration 
limiting diffusion current 
mass transfer coefficient 
cylinder length 

1. Introduction 

Much work has been done recently on natural convec- 
tion heat and mass transfer processes. This reflects the 
growing importance of such processes in science and 
engineering and the environment. Unfortunately, very 
little has been done on the behaviour of three dimen- 
sional objects and there is still confusion concerning 
the best approach for correlation of data for such 
objects. In this work the electrochemical technique has 
been used to examine natural convection from cylin- 
drical vertical cathodes. Correlations obtained from 
measured separate surface mass transfer coefficients 
were used for formation of the overall mass transfer 
correlation. The method takes account of the convec- 
tive interaction between adjacent surfaces. 
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L w characteristic dimension (Weber et al. [2]) 
n charge number of copper ion 
r cylinder radius 
Ra Rayleigh number 
RaL Rayleigh number based on cylinder length 
Sh Sherwood number 
ShL Sherwood number based on vertical cylinder 

length 
Sh o stagnant medium Sherwood number 
T electrolyte temperature 

Greek symbols 

Ap density difference between bulk solution and 
interface 

p density 
# dynamic viscosity 

Previous work was undertaken by Selman and Attar 
[1] who studied free convection mass transfer to a rod 
shaped vertical electrode. The mass transfer rate to the 
horizontal (disc) face and the vertical (curved) face 
were measured separately and in combination. Selman 
and Attar found that the two rates are not additive 
because of the significant interaction caused by lead- 
ing edge effects at the vertical face and by solution 
streaming from the horizontal to the vertical surface. 

Weber et al. [2] measured and correlated natural 
convection heat and mass transfer from three dimen- 
sional objects, including spheres, cones, cylinders and 
cubes, as well as flat plates using the limiting current 
technique. The characteristic dimension for such 
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object was defined as 

L w = 
Surface area 

c/l ind~r cathode 

Perimeter projected onto horizontal plane 

(1) 

Weber et al. [2] obtained the universal correlation 

Sh - Sho = 0.53 (RaF(Sc))  ~ (2) 

where 

F(Sc) = 

and Sh o represents 
number in still fluid. 

( 0.5 "~4/16 1-16/9 
I1 \ So /  J 

+ (3) 

the purely diffusive Sherwood 

Sedahmed and Nirdosh [3] investigated free convec- 
tion mass transfer at horizontal cylinders with active 
ends. The characteristic length used in the calculation 
o f  Sh and Gr was obtained by dividing the surface area 
of the cylinder by the perimeter projected onto the 
horizontal plane [2]. Data were correlated by the 
equation 

Sh = 0.32 (Gr Sc) ~ (4) 

in the range 2.3 x 108 < G r S c  < 1.7 x 1011 . 
Worthington et al. [4], in an investigation to model 

natural convection heat dissipation from electronic 
components, studied electrochemical mass transfer at 
horizontally oriented cuboids and found that the 
overall measured rate of mass transfer was lower than 
the value predicted by summing the rates of mass 
transfer at the different individual faces. This led the 
authors to use a correction factor termed, 'interference 
factor'. The authors attribute the discrepancy between 
the predicted and experimental rates of mass transfer 
to the fact that the sides and top are exposed to fluid 
that has already been depleted of  the transferred ion at 
the bottom surface of the cuboid. The objective of the 
present work was to measure the mass transfer rates at 
vertical cyclinders of varying aspect ratio and to seek 
an effective overall correlation method. 

2. Experimental details and procedure 

The experiments were performed in a cylindrical 5 dm 3 
glass container of internal diameter 16 cm and height 
23 cm. Copper sulphate concentration varied from 
0.01 to 0.23 M which, with cylinder length as charac- 
teristic dimension, gave Rayleigh numbers between 
2.12 x 105 and 1.3 x 1011. Each solution contained 
1.5 M sulphuric acid as the supporting electrolyte. The 
electrolyte temperature was carefully measured and 
always lay within the range 18-20 ~ C being constant to 
+0 .1~  during each individual experiment. The 
cylindrical electrodes were milled from solid copper, 
then lapped and polished and finishing with 1200 
grade wet and dry abrasive paper. Each electrode was 
supported using a 1 mm diameter copper wire glued 
into a hole in the centre of the top of each cylinder. 
This wire also served as current carrier. The wire was 
lacquered to insulate it from the electrolyte. The verti- 
cal copper cylinder cathodes were placed in the centre 
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I 
copper mesh 

7Z 
ammeter 

vol tmeter 

dc power supply 

Fig. 1. Diagram of cell and electrical circuit. 

of the container midway between the top and the 
bottom of the solution. A cylindrical copper mesh of 
diameter I6cm and height 23cm was used as an 
anode. The arrangement of the apparatus is shown in 
the Fig. 1. 

The actual Cu 2+ concentration was periodically 
determined by spectrophotometric analysis. The usual 
electrical circuit for limiting current measurement was 
employed, consisting of a d.c. power supply with a 
voltage regulator, a high impedance voltmeter and a 
multirange ammeter. Limiting currents were obtained 
by an experimental procedure, which has been reported 
in detail previously [5]. The anode acted as a reference 
electrode in view of its high area compared to that of 
the cathode. Under such conditions polarization is 
negligible at the anode and the cell current-voltage 
relation depends only on the conditions prevailing at 
the cathode. The onset of the limiting current was well 
defined and reproducible. 

Table l lists all the dimension of the cylinders used. 
This work considers only vertical cylinders with two 
horizontal surfaces and one vertical surface. All cylin- 
ders were of 2cm diameter. In this investigation L 
ranged from 0.2 to 15 cm. The mass transfer limiting 
currents to the vertical surface and to the upward- 
facing and downward-facing horizontal surfaces were 
measured separately and in combination, e.g. to the 
cylinder with active vertical and downward-facing 
surfaces and to the entire cylinders with active ends. 
Table 1 summarizes the geometric parameters of the 
electrodes with the characteristic length Lw as defined 
by Weber et al. [2] (Equation 1). 

Table I. Electrode geometries* 

Electrode L/cm Ao/cm z Av/cm 2 An/cm 2 Av/AH L~/cm 

1 0.2 7.54 1.26 3.14 0.4 1.2 
2 0.5 9.42 3.14 3.14 1.0 1.5 
3 1.0 12.56 6.28 3.14 2.0 2.0 
4 3.0 25.13 18.85 3.14 6.0 4.0 
5 5.0 37.70 31.40 3.14 10.0 6.0 
6 15.0 100.55 94.40 3.14 30.0 16.0 

* Cylinder diameter is 2 cm in all cases. 
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D 
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 2. Geometry of the electrodes in separate mass transfer 
measurement. (a) upward-facing horizontal surface, (b) downward- 
facing horizontal surface, and (c) vertical surface; black-active elec- 
trode surface, white-isolation. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Mass transfer data calculation 

The data were expressed in terms of the Sherwood 
number  

Sh : k L I D  (5) 

and mass transfer Rayleigh number 

Ra = gApL3 /I~D (6) 

The mass transfer coefficient, k, was calculated using 
the relation 

k = IL/AonFc b (7) 

The area in this equation was the total available for 
mass transfer at the electrode. The correction for the 
at tachment of  the supporting wire was small, never 
being more than 1% of the exposed area. The dif- 
fusivity of  the Cu 2+ ion was calculated using the 

equation 

I~D/T = (2.495 + 0.0173Ccuso 4 + 0.0692CH2so4) 

X 10 15NK I (8) 

due to Fenech and Tobias [6]. This equation was used 
in preference to the more recent one of Selman and 
Tavakoli-Attar  [1] as the temperature of  the solutions 
in this investigation were closer to those used by 
Fenech and Tobias. Density and viscosity were cal- 
culated using data of  Eisenberg et al. [7]. The Ap terms 
were taken from Wilke [13]. The effect of  migration 
on the copper deposition rate was negligible; the 
migration contribution for the highest concentration 
of copper sulphate (0.231M) was 1.5% [8]. Values 
of  Sh o were subtracted from the overall Sherwood 
number leaving the convection component  of  the 
overall transfer rate. Values of  Sh o were calculated 
using the method presented by Clift et al. [16] accord- 
ing to the equation 

8 + 6.95(L/d) ~ 
Sho = koL/D = (9) 

2~ 

Values of  Sho are given in Table 2. 

3.2. Single active surface 

The geometry of the electrodes used in the measure- 
ment of  free convection mass transfer at the down- 
ward and upward-facing horizontal and vertical 
surfaces separately are described in Fig. 2. The con- 
vection relating to the limiting current at the down- 
ward-facing horizontal surface involves an upward 
escape of light solution, depleted in CuSO 4, around 
the edge of the exposed disc surface. This convection 
is an example of  bulk flow streaming induced by buoy- 
ancy similar to that investigated by Fenech [9], Wragg 
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Fig. 3. Separate surface mass transfer correlation for (a) upward-facing horizontal surface~ (b) downward-facing horizontal surface, and 
(c) vertical surface. Experimental values: (a) �9 (b) El, (c) x; literature values: (a) _zx_ [12], (b) . -~ - .  [14] - - ~ - -  [t 5], - -*- -  [13]. 
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Table 2. 

Cylinder 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Sh o 1.47 1.67 1.93 2.78 3.49 6.39 

et aI. [10], Selman et al. [1] and White [11] adjacent to 
a horizontal electrode. The influence of the edge of  
the active surface is more significant when the disc 
diameter is smaller. A plot of  Sh against Ra is shown 
as Fig. 3 and comparison is made with the Fujii et al. 
[14] downward-facing surface data in heat transfer, 
and also with the equation of Loomba [15] for electro- 
chemical mass transfer at down-facing discs. The pres- 
ent results agree well with the data of Loomba [15]. 
The discrepancy between the present data and the 
equation of Fujii et al. [14] is explained by fact that the 
data of  Fujii were determined for a rectangular plane 
and the effect of  the edge of a rectangular surface is 
less than that of  a disc. 

From Fig. 3 good agreement between the present 
data for upward-facing horizontal surfaces and those 
for other studies [12] is apparent. Results for mass 
transfer to the vertical cylindrical surface are also 
expressed in Fig. 3. There is very good agreement with 
the vertical plate mass transfer results of Wilke et al. 
[13], who produced the correlating equation 

Sh = 0.673(RaL) ~ (10) 

in the range 106 < RaL < 10 m. 

3.3. An approach to correlation for active ended 
vertical cylinders 

By adding the mass transfer rates from correlations 
for the separate sides a total mass transfer perform- 
ance can be predicted. The advantages of this method 

are discussed in [4]. In the present approach the cor- 
relation for the vertical surface was taken from Wilke 
et al. [13]. For  the upward-facing horizontal surface 
the correlation of  Patrick et al. [12] was used. The cor- 
relation used in the prediction for the downward- 
facing horizontal surface was derived from results of 
Loomba [15]. The mass transfer rates for separate 
surfaces were correlated by using cylinder diameter 
[12], [15] and cylinder length [13] as characteristic 
dimensions. The resultant predicted natural convection 
mass transfer rate for a vertical cylinder then becomes 

S h L -  Sho = /~0'72r + 1.34L + 0.64rRa~~176176 
] 

(11) 

in the laminar region 104 < Ra L < 8 x 106. 

For Rayleigh numbers greater than 8 x 106 there 
is a transition to turbulence over the upward-facing 
horizontal surface. Using the individual surface sum- 
mation approach for this regime gives 

ShL -- Sho 

= ( O'17rRa[/m +2Ll'34L+ 2r + 0"64rRaC~176 Ra~ 

(12) 

where L and r are the vertical cylinder length 
and cylinder radius and RaL is the mass transfer 
Rayleigh number based on the vertical dimension of 
the cylinder. 

The mass transfer performance for the whole cylin- 
der active was measured with a view to evaluating the 
usefulness of  Equation 12. 
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Fig. 4. The effect of cylinder length on mass transfer coefficient for a combination of down-facing horizontal surface and vertical surface 
for five different concentrations of copper sulphate: (o) 0.231, (A) 0,129, (Ul) 0.111, (~) 0.031 and (*) 0.016M. 
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Fig. 5. The effect of cylinder length on mass transfer coefficient for different surfaces for a single concentration of copper sulphate, 
c = 0.129M. (a) Upward-facing horizontal surface, (b) downward-facing horizontal surface, (c) vertical surface, (d) combination o f  
downward-facing horizontal surface and vertical surface, and (e) total surface. (a) o, (b) zx, (c) El, (d) �9 and (e) ,. 

3.4. Mass transfer at combinations of surfaces 

Mass transfer coefficients for the simultaneously 
active vertical cylinder surface and the downward- 
facing horizontal surface for different cylinder lengths 
are shown in Fig. 4. The results show that the mass 
transfer rate is crucially dependent on the vertical to 
downward-facing horizontal surface dimension ratio. 

For cylinders with ratio lower than 2 the mass transfer 
coefficients are controlled by the downward horizon- 
tal surface. This causes decreasing values of mass 
transfer coefficients with surface aspect ratio (A0/A . )  
0.4 and 1 whereas for a vertical surface k approaches 
oo as L becomes small. 

Mass transfer coefficients for the separate surfaces 
and for the surfaces in combination are plotted in 
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Fig. 6. The effect of cylinder length on overall mass transfer coefficient for five different concentrations of copper sulphate: (O) 0.23 I, 
(A) 0.129, ([3) 0.111, (O) 0.031 and (*) 0.016M. 
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Fig. 7. Correlation of cylinder mass transfer data using the Weber et  al. [2] characteristic dimension. Cylinders: (o) 1, (z~) 2, (D) 3, (O) 4, 
(%%) 5 and ( x ) 6. Correlation of Weber e t  al. [2] (Equation 2). 

Fig. 5 for a single concentration of copper sulphate 
(0.129 M). 

The effect of cylinder length, L, on the mean mass 
transfer coefficient for the total surface is shown in 
Fig. 6. 

For higher vertical to horizontal surface dimension 
ratios (3 and more) the vertical surface controls the 
mass transfer behaviour but there is distinct departure 
from the vertical surface behaviour (Fig. 5, curve C) 
for L/r < 3. 

3.5. Total correlation 

3.5.1. Weber dimension approach. The results from 
all the cylinders are plotted using the characteristic 
length defined by Weber et al. [2] in Fig. 7. The 
correlation of Weber et aI. (Equation 2), which 
was derived using objects of many different shapes 
is also shown. It is seen that the data from all the 
present cylinders lie below the Weber correlation with 
deviation of up to 20%. This may be explained by 
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Fig. 8. Correlation of whole cylinder data in terms of Equation 13. Cylinders as in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 9. Plot showing variation of interference factorfwith cylinder aspect ratio L/r. 

the fact that the relatively inactive down-facing 
horizontal surface reduces the overall mass transfer 
rate. The Weber correlation was obtained for objects 
not having this surface, e.g. horizontal cylinders, 
spheres, cones. Worthington et al. observed the 
same discrepancy when correlating natural corre- 
lation mass transfer to cuboids using the Weber 
approach. 

3.5.2. Separate side approach. The behaviour predicted 
by Equations t t and 12 was compared with the mass 
transfer data for all the cylinders. It was found in 
every case that the predicted rate was higher than the 
actual data but that the shape and gradient of the 
prediction and results were well matched. The flow of 
the fluid around the cylinder base and up the vertical 
surface means that the vertical and upward-facing 
horizontal surfaces are exposed to solution which has 
already been depleted of  copper ions. Thus the overall 
mass transfer rate for a cylinder is lower than that for 
the equivalent summed separate surfaces (see Fig. 5). 
A multiplying factor f ,  may be introduced to Equations 
11 and 12, to represent the lower rate of mass transfer 
at the vertical and upward-facing horizontal surfaces. 
Measurements at the upward horizontal surface 
indicates that the transition to turbulent flow has 
occurred for all cylinders (see Fig. 3). The multiplying 
factor, f ,  is therefore only used to modify the rate 
of  mass transfer in Equation 12. This equation now 

Table 3. 

Cylinder t 2 3 4 5 6 
f 0.32 0.56 0.70 0.79 0.81 0.84 

becomes 

Shc -- Sho 

= ( f(O'17rRa~''2 +2Ll'34L)+ 2r + 0"64rRaL~176176 

(13) 
for turbulent flow. 

Values of f were obtained from Equation 13 and 
calculated for each cylinder. These are tabulated in 
Table 3. f varies between 0.84 for the tallest cylinder 
and 0.32 for the smallest cylinder. 

ShL -- Sho has been plotted to show data from all 
the cylinders against ~(L, r, RaL)RaL in Fig. 8. 
dg(L, r, RaL) is given by 

rb( L, r, Rat) 

= (f(O'17rRa[/~2+l'34L)+O'64RaL~176 + 2r 

(14) 
for turbulent flow. 

It can be seen that all the data fit the line representing 
Equation 13 very well. All the points except one lie 
within a deviation + 5% from the line and the fit is 
better than for the Weber correlation. Figure 9 shows 
the dependence of  f on the cylinder aspect ratio (L/r). 
The plot shows that for low values of  L/r (from 0.2 to 
1) the interference factor f depends very strongly on 
L/r and for higher values of L/r (5 and more) it 
becomes constant. 

Introduction of the curvature effect as described by 
Ravoo et aL [17] produces a modified Equation 13: 

S h  L - -  Sh o 

= ( f(O'17rRa[/'2 + l'34L~(7))2L + 2r + 0"64rRaC~176 

x Ra~ 25 (15) 
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where  

= ( L / r ) ( R a L )  0.25 (16) 

A t  h igh  RaL,  or  smal l  L/r ,  7 is ~ 1 a n d  (I)(y) ~ 1. The  

prac t ica l  l imi t  for  the  absence  o f  c u r v a t u r e  effects is 

7 = 0.2 accord ing  to [17]. This  va lue  was n o t  exceeded 

in  the  p re sen t  work .  
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